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Network Activator Gets Your Community
Talking by Producing and Sending Newsletters
Does your business use an internal collaboration
tool such as Jive or Microsoft Yammer?
Community & Group Newsletters

If you do, how much value are you getting from
it? Are employees using it regularly?
You don’t need to devote a lot of time to get the
desired results. You can use a simple, crisp
newsletter to drive engagement and reinforce
the value of that application from your internal
community.
Network Activator’s newsletter app can work
with any community platform or social media
site. It can perform all the hard work that comes
with assembling and sending a newsletter
regularly to your users. It gathers the best
content and prepares the distribution lists. All
you need to do is spend ﬁve minutes to review
it, make a few adjustments — if you want to —
and click “send.”
The app allows you to customize the newsletter;
personalize it to speciﬁc groups, such as “active”
and “inactive” users; and make other edits as you
see ﬁt.
What can you expect? A 20-50% jump in
engagement as your newsletters nudge “quiet”
members and encourage active members to
contribute more insights.

Don't miss out! Please join
the conversation in our
new online group.
The purpose is to change
how we collaborate!

-Janet, Group Manager
Customer Relationships - Our Strategy in Action
Bryan Reetz posted February 4, 2016
We kicked oﬀ the project with our client in Canada. I want to share
lessons on how we won tthe project...
Like (12) Reply (5) View Conversation
Rachel Smith posted January 29, 2016
Here is out latest thinking on the X initiative...
Like (10) Reply (9) View Conversation
POST YOUR UPDATE TO THE GROUP HERE

Culture - Fun and Personal News
Jeremy Johnson posted January 6, 2016
Great pictures from our London oﬀsite...
Like (20) Reply (8) View Conversation

Customized
Brand it as your own! Your header.
Your colors. Your style.
Personalized
Compose the same introduction to all
members OR use our smart segments
(example, inactive members get a “you
are missing out” introduction.
Relevant
Choose a template for content selection —
Top 10 across the group, or focus in on a
few categories to highlight the group’s
purpose and value.

Here’s how Network Activator’s newsletters made a diﬀerence
with Amdocs, a leading provider of software and services:
Amdocs wanted to increase employee
collaboration at its many locations around
the globe. After it launched its enterprise
social network — using Yammer — Amdocs
turned to Network Activator to help drive
engagement with group newsletters, as well
as other tools. The company liked the results.

“Network Activator is a perfect ﬁt on top of our Yammer
network. Our group managers love how easy it is to drive
engagement and value, using the Network Activator tools.
We saw a 20% lift in (engagement during) the ﬁrst few months.”
- Arik Rizer, Adoption Leader ― Enterprise Social Network, Amdocs

